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PROPOSED COIN MODELS BV SCULPTOR ZIKARAS FOUND.'!
In what has got to be one of the major

"finds" in Lithuanian numismatics, we are
excited to report the existence of original
plaster models of proposed Lithuanian coin
designs, by sculptor Juozas Zikaras (l88l-
19^)!!!! These models are here in the U.S.

at the home of one of Zikaras' sons, who
brought them to America.

The LNA has acquired photographs of

these models from Zikaras' son, who was in-

terviewed by Vincent Alones and Charles
Matuzas. He was very much pleased to learn
of the LNA and our work; he enthusiastically
told of his father's work regarding Lith-
uanian numismatics.

LNA members will recall that it was

Zikaras who designed all of the coins of

the Republic of Lithuania. He also design-

ed the Statue of Freedom in Kaunas, and

which is depicted on the reverse of the

1930 20 Liti} banknote. Officials at the

Belgian Mint (where Lithuania's 1936-38
coin dies and planchets were prepared) were

so impressed with Zikaras' coin models,

that only their national pride kept them

from asking him to design Belgian coins!

Continued on next page....

INSERT ENCLOSED
With this issue, you will find a

special insert enclosed, entitled, "A

CATALOG OF EARLY LITHUANIAN COINS, I. Under
the Grand Dukes." This listing is the first
complete cataloging ever printed on early
Lithuanian coins! It covers the coinage is-
sued under Grand Dukes Algirdas, Kestutis,
Jogaila, and Vytautas. Also included are
the coins of Vladimir, Kaributas, and
Romanas.

Each entry gives the name of the ru-
ler, the denomination, time and place of
mintage, metal content, weight, and a brief
description of the obv. and rev. The coins
are illustrated to the right of the listing

Each coin has been given a catalog
number by the LNA in honor of numismatist
Jonas K, Karys, the author who properly
attributed these coins in his book, Ancient

Continued on next page....
ABOVE: Proposed 1936 20 centq. Kaunas city hall in

center. TOP: 50 centu design features the capi-
tal city Vilnius, then under Polish occupation.
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- COIN MODELS BY ZIKARAS
With this brief historical background in mind, we

now announce the existence of several proposed coin
designs. More will be announced and pictured in fut-
re issues of The Knight.

In June of 1936, the Lithuanian Mint opened in
Kaunas, and Zikaras prepared models for all denom-
inations, including the 10, 20, and 50 centas coins.
However, the Finance Ministry decided it had enough
stock of the 1925 coins of those denominations, and
so no new 1936 10, 20, or 50 centas coins were struck
Had the Finance Ministry ordered any, no doubt
these models would have been accepted.

Illustrated are the proposed designs. The 50 cen-

tvj honors the capital Vilnius, which was then under

Polish occupation. Featured in the center is the

Cathedral of Vilnius, and the Hill of Gediminas. The

20 centu honors the temporary capital Kaunas, and

features Kaunas City Hall in the center. The 10 cen-

tq honors the seaport Klaipeda (Memel), depicting

the city lighthouse. It should be noted that these

were to be designs for copper minor coins. Notice

that they are almost commemorative in nature! Cert-

ainly Zikaras was ahead of his time!

In addition to the coin designs, we were also

able to obtain photos of several medal designs, pi-

ctures of the artist himself at work, (including
in his PanevIJys studio) and his Panevezys home.

We very much appreciate the investigative work

of Alones and Matuzas; it is dedication like this

that make the LNA what it is today!

INSERT ENCLOSED
Lithuanian Currencies , English translation
1980-82 (originally Senoves Lietuviu Pinigai

1959) by Val Matelis, published by the LNA.

A corresponding Gumowski number has also been
given; however, several early Lithuanian
coins "missed" by Gumowski appear here, mak-
ing our LNA list better ! (in case you haven't
guessed, this is something that we are all
very proud of). This listing is an historic
"first" for Lithuanian numismatics, and it is

our hope that it will be adopted by the numi-
smatic world as the reference for cataloging
early Lithuanian coins. We welcome it's rep-
roduction (with proper credit, of course) in

the major numismatic publications.
We have enclosed TWO copies of the cat-

aloging with this issue. The first issue is

for you to keep and use yourself. The second
copy is to be used as a survey form and ret -

urned to the LNA . Since this is the first and

in our belief the most accurate compilation of

early Lithuanian coins, it is important to

learn of the extent of such material held by

LNA members, also dealers and other collectors.

Furthermore, this compilation will ena-

ble the membership to correctly attribute th-

eir pieces and refer to a common "K" number

in the future. We ask that you attribute your

pieces, including the common K-9a counterfeita
Please circle the "K" number on your return

sheet, i.e., Q ^a) . If you have more than one

of the same thing, write the number outside

of the circle. Don't forget type varieties.

As with the OST banknote serial letter
survey, we need your participation in order

for it to be successful. Earlier this year,

the Director wrote several members known by

him to have a few pieces, and secured their

willingness to participate. We need everyone

that collects the pre-modern Lithuanian coins

to join in with us!

As is our policy, individual particip-

ants will not be revealed. However, as we

would like to have photos made of representa-

tive coins in the future, we'd appreciate

knowing if you would be willing to loan spe-

cimens for this purpose. (Or, if you have

the equipment, take them yourself; either way,

we'd like to assemble a set of photos).

If you should have any difficulty ident-

ifying any piece, or come across a new vari-

ety, we'd appreciate a sketch or rubbing. Mail

your sheets back to us: LNA Director, P.0,ox^

™

No CICF
Due to some unexpected developments, we

are sorry to report that we will be unable to

hold an LNA meeting at the Chicago Internat-

ional Coin Fair this year. —The Editor.

I have moved, and my new address is: Frank

Passic, 1320 E. 60th ot. Apt 3-1, Tulsa, OK.

74105 .



FEATURE OF THE MONTH, By Frank Passic, Tulsa, Oklahoma.

VILNIUS 1973 650th ANNIVERSARY MEDAL

(Photo courtesy Henry L. Gaidis)

In 1973 , the capital city of Vilnius was
officially 650 years old, and the Communists
issued a medal commemorating the event, hon-
oring the founder Grand Duke Gediminas. It

was designed by sculptor V. Kosciuska (Kos-
siuszko) whose name appears at the 5 o'cl-
ock position on the obverse.

OBVERSE: Depicted is Gediminas facing
forward. Dressed in armour, he holds a

sword pointed downwards (signifying peace).
The founding date "1323" appears to the right.
On the left (right shoulder) appears an ar-

chaic "original" Vytis emblem, charging to
the right, minus of course the Christianity
related double-barred cross. This is the ex-
tent the Communists will allow any Vytis em-
blem in Lithuania today. On Gediminas' breast
is found the "new" Columns of Gediminas emb-
lem, which does not have the solid base line.
It also is the present coat of arms of Vilnius

,
which replaced the Christianity-related St.

Christopher arms. The solid line Columns emb-
lem was not allowed since it was used by the
nationalistic Republic of Lithuania. This
"new" emblem is not new: it appears on the

1939 (Oct. 10) centij stamp featuring Gedim-
inas on the bottom. The legend on the medal
reads, "D.L.K. GEDIMINAS VILNIAUS JKUR&JAS,"
meaning, "Grand Duke Gediminas, Founder of

Vilnius.

"

REVERSE: Shown is Gediminas' castle tower,

with the anniversary number "650 " on top,

below the legendary howling iron wolf. A flag
waves on top, bearing the "new" Columns emb-
lem. In front stands the pagan high priest
Lizdeika, who interpreted Gediminas' howling
wolf dream. To the right is an oak-leaf-bra-

nch with acorns. To the left is a pagan altar

with the inscription "AB CON. DITA (?? help)."

Notice the Communists allow pagan religious

symbols, but not Christian. The legend bears

the anniversary dates "1323-1973 *" with the

city's name "VILNIUS" at the bottom, printed hori-
zontally above water waves.

The obverse and reverse were struck in iron and

gypsum with a dark brown finish. The medal was made
in two separate issues, obverse and reverse separate ,

(uniface), 32.5 cm. This is by far the most "prog-
ressive" medal issued in Soviet-occupied Lithuania,
and we bet it didn't get far at all. We assume that
the artist took some "liberty" in designing this,

apart from the regular censoring channels. Another

1973 medal we've seen just bears a bust of Gedimi-

nas, and is struck in gypsum. Do any of our members
have this medal? If so, we'd appreciate it if you'd

share with us information you have, such as original

purchase price, etc.

RIM$A medals found
Dr. Alan M. Stahl, Associate Curator of Medals

at the American Numismatic Society has informed us

that the ANS does have the items Rimsa mentions in

his memoirs, excepting the photographs.
In the ANS's collection is a 149 x 202 mm. pla-

que of Grand Duke Gediminas, which was donated in

1924. Also part of the collection is a 75 mm. Ge-

diminas medal, and a huge 100 mm. Klaipeda medal.

To the editors of the Stan-

dard Catalog of World Coins

:

• Have you ever tried to check a

couple hundred foreign coins at

one time? E is for Estonia. L is

for Latvia. L is for Lithuania.

You think these people are Rus-

sians? Ask one!

Personally, I don’t give a hoot.

1 like to check out coins in alpha-

betical order — how about you?

Talk to me when you’re off the

ego trip.

Your world coin book is sick.

Paul A. Welker
Los Angeles, Calif.

The letter at left ap-

peared in the Feb. 22 Wo-

rld Coin News ,pg. 3, to

protest the 3CWC catalog-
ing policy of placing
Estonia, Latvia, & Lith-

uania under the USSR.

In another development,
the new Pick book on world

paper money is out, and
Lithuania is listed where
it is supposed to be, on

pgs. 638-40. They used our
"trends," and pictured se-
veral of our own bankno-
tes! Excellent job!



Continued from last issue
4 The MEMOIRS of PETRflS RIM§A

*The biography of Rim§a below
is copied from the 1936 Chicago
exaibit program (cover illust-
rated in the Oct-Nov. 1982
is.ue of The Kn ight )

.

PETRAS RIMSA

Petras Rimsa, a prominent Lithuanian
sculptor, was born November 11, 1881, on
a small farm in the village of Naudziai,
the district of VilkaviSkis. Peter’s
parents, exemplary farmers of Suvalkai,
not only farmed their land diligently but
also made their own farm implements.
They built and repaired all their

farm buildings, made their own cloth,

and sewed garments for the family. This
diligence and talent for originality was
observed in Peter while he was still a

young boy. He helped his parents in all

their work, but showed a marked tendency
toward work which required skill, accuracy
and patience. His boyhood dream was to

become an artist — especially io paint

religious pictures in churches. He took

the greatest pleasure in doing small tasks

which required some artistic touch
;

—
though it was only the painting of a table,

the decorating of a flail with some design,

or putting a design on an ordinary water
bucket. He spent most of his leisure time

in whittling or decorating some household

article or farm implement. Soon he was
called “Master” in his village in recog-

nition of his artistic work.

When Peter was seventeen years of

age, he was urged by Dr. Grinius, a very
active man in Lithuanian affairs, to study
art in Warsaw. Peter took this advice, and
for several years worked there with an
obscure artist. He then took up study and

work under the tutorship of Velionskis,

a prominent Polish sculptor. Finishing

his course with Velionskis, Rimsa pro-

ceeded to Paris for further study at

“Kcole Special National des Beaux Arts”

jnder the renowned sculptor, Prof. Mercie

After completing the course here, together

with his colleagues he visited various

European cultural centers. To increase

his knowledge and skill, he remained for

Mimr time with Prof. Lascka in Cracow.

Later he decided to make his residence

in Vilnius, the capital of Lithuania.

In 1 DOT, while Lithuania was still

a province of Russia, an art exhibit was
held in Vilnius. Petras Rimsa, who was
already a well-known sculptor in Vilnius,

took part in this exhibit with two of his

works: "I he Ploughman” and “The Lith-

uanian School”. The first symbolized

i •huania under a foreign yoke, and re-

ceded much praise from the critics. The
second tepresented a peasant mother at

the pmn.ng wheel teaching her child to

read. This work, showing more than any-

thing else the hardships which the Lith-

uanians had *to undergo .and the sacrifices

they had to make to receive even a very

elementary education, touched the hard-

hearted rulers and was perhaps instru-

mental in obtaining greater freedom in

the cause of education.

Members include numismatic specialists, and collectors of coins
and medals, and it studies objects of cultural history. The Asso-
ciation's headquarters is in New fork. It establsihed a numismatic
museum, officially known as the Museum of the American Numismatic
Society, which is one of the most famous institutions of the type
in the world. It has many wealthy donors, who support large col-
lections of the ancient world, Europe, and Asia. This Museum also
has a medal section. In 1924, there was donated my plaque of the
Grand Duke Gediminas [Note: See article on page 5 this issue...].
They began to notice me. In this manner by degrees I entered into
the American numismatic and medallic arts world. The AN3 is also
deeply interested in medals appearing abroad. In 1910, it staged
the first show of foreign artists-medalists, and in 1924, the se-
cond. I participated in this one. It exhibited the medal commemo-
rating the 6th centennial of the establishment of Vilnius, and also
the recently gifted Grand Duke Gediminas plaque. The chairman of
the Committee to stage the show of foreign medals, Wm. Chauncy
Langdon, stated he sincerely appreciated my art, and wrote me a

letter (12/13/24), "Your unusual Gediminas plaque and medal are set
up in the museum's show, and all like them." He also invited me
to send him photographs of all my medals for insertion into an
album. I sent him several.

There are many collectors in America. Among Lithuanians, perh-
aps the most famous is Dr. Alexander K. RaSkus, of Czech descent
[This is the first time we heard that!]. He arrived in America in

1910, and there completed his medical studies. In addition to his
specialty, he became widely interested in numismatics, and a var-
iety of cultural and historical matters of Lithuania and other
countries. He has shown much activity as a collector, and has est-
ablished connections with famous collectors throughout the world
[At the time this was written, Rackus, who died in 19b5, was still
living] . This enabled him to set up quite a number of shows of

varied collectables, among which were even some extremely rare

items, for instance, a half-taler (a coin of 30 grasis) of the

Grand Duchy of Lithuania dated 1565 , with the portrait of Sigismund

August. In his numismatic collection there were about 40,000
items. A. RaSkus was the first collector with such a strong pas-

sion that I had met and knew. Of course, he had set his heart on

my medals. They were items which, it was said, could be shown

anywhere in the world.
There is considerable interest in medals everywhere; there are

many collectors, and they are easy to show. And A. Rackus took my

me lals to shows everywhere he could. They were discussed quite

often in American numismatic conventions. And it was worthwhile.

My medals attracted the attention of collectors. Among these, one

in particular became interested, from far-away Manila. It was Ed-

ucational Superintendent Gilbert S. Perez, a Phillippine profes-

sor, and well-known collector of artistic medals from all countr-

ies. In his letters to me, he often emphasized that it was my

style which attracted him, as he said, "because it differs from

the usual example of medallic art."

The sphere of collectors' interests is very wide; from the most

common articles to the rarest and most unusual. And that shows in

their exhibitions, which especially in America are organized often

and are popular. And A. Rackus presented my medals in many of them

As an example, they were shown in the large convention of American

antiquarian and collectors show, organized in 1932, November 16 to

20, in Chicago, in the nails of the famous Sherman Hotel, in

which, after 3 1/2 years, my first individual showing occurred.

It consisted of an unusually varied mixture of ancient and valua-

ble items, such as Americans love. Here a visitor could see anc-

ient arms, vases of wood, clay and porcelain, glass work, various

TO BE CONTINUED NEXT ISSUE. .

.



JONAS K. KARYS REPLIES
Concerning the discovery of original piaster coin

models of sculptor Zikaras, this editor wrote Jonas K.
Karys, former director of the Lithuanian Mint, now liv-
ing in Bridgeport, CT. Printed here is his welcome reply:

"Dear Frank,
Thank you for your friendly letters of January 9

and 29, as well as for copies of sculptor Zikaras' mod-
els of proposed Lith. coins. However, old age, disease,
and lapse of memory prevent me from studying fittingly
yo.r mestions, so I humbly ask you to find the replies
in my Aell-known books. When I was writing them, I atte-
mpted to contain in them everything that I knew and what
was necessary. If nevertheless, something is lacking th-
ere which you need, regretfully, I cannot help you. I
am very sorry!

What sculptor Zikaras planned decades ago, or cr-
eated in his studio, I never had the time to ascertain;
thus, the models/copies you sent to me _I have never seen.
However, other models, which were accepted by the exper-
ts, approved by the Minister of Finance, and used in the
Kaunas Coin Mint under my supervision to strike actual
coins of the Kepublic of Lithuania, those I left in the
Mint when I was sent to Vilnius in 1939 on other duties.

Banknotes of the Bank of Lithuania were prepared
by foreign firms selected in Lithuania, under the super-
vision and control of the Bank itself. We were just pre-
paring in the "Spindulys" printing office next to the
Mint, to begin issuing banknotes in the future. So, if I
ever knew anything about them, I now know nothing. Remain
well!

Your activity in your selected field of Lithuan-
istica is heartwarming. With respect and best wishes,

Jonas K. Karys
Former head of the Republic of Lithuania Coin Mint

FROM THE ARCHIVES By Vince Alones

One of the most memorable and historic events in
numismatic history was the sale of the Palace Collection
°f Egypt's deposed King Farouk I, sold in Koubbeh Palace
in Cairo, by Southeby & Co. of London, Feb. & March 1954

Lithuanian coins were found in only one lot. No.
2126, which contained 103 pieces of coins and patterns
from Estonia, Finland, Latvia, and Lithuania. The Lith-
uanian patterns in the lot were: 10 liti} 1936, two pie-
ces 2 Litai 1938 in silver, and one piece 2 Litai 1938
in what is stated as copper. Although the catalog stated
copper, we assume it was brass, as all the other known
ones are. At this time Lith. patterns were relatively un-
known, and the cataloger probably haphazardly put down
copper, not scientifically taking the time to analyze it,
Also in the lot were regular Lith. coins: two pieces 10
litij, two pieces 5 litai, and other circulation coins.

Anyway, the lot sold for 20 Egyptian pounds plus
5% gov't, tax. English pounds were worth 3% more at that
^mp .

THE KNIGHT, Vol V, No. 5, issue #29. The official publi-
cation of the Lithuanian Numismatic Association. Frank
Passic, Tulsa, OK, EDITOR. Robert J. Douchis, Baltimore,
MD.

, DIRECTOR. Subscription to Volume V a donation of $10
or more (320 overseas) for 6 issues. Write: LNA, P.0, ^ox
612, Columbia, MD.

, 21045. Advertising rates: Business
card: 85* 1/4 page $12; 1/2 page 315* 1 page $20. Member
American Numismatic Association C-117903.

WANT ADS 5 .

Want/For Sale Ads (non-commercial) are
FREE to LNA members!! Take advantage of
this and list your items here!

FOR SALE

:

at least AU

1938 Y-14 in
E. Elm St.

,

FOR SALE:
aid revenue
1912, shown
have several
Shows Vytis
Passic, 1320
74105.

I have 8 1936 Y-13 10 Litq coins
a few UNC, at $47 each. Also 1
AU for $85. James B. White, 409

Avon Park, Florida. 33825.

Jewish Vilnius ambulance/first
stamps 10 & 20 kopeck set. Dated
s a horse-drawn cart. I also
extra of the 20 kp. at $3 each,

i Star of David. Set $6. Frank
E. 60th St. Apt 3-P, Tulsa, OK

FOR SALE: Lith. AR 3 grasis I58I (G-753,
HcZ-664 [R2]

, Saurma 5593) choice XF+ expe-
rtly plugged, RR $52. Also, Lith. AR Schil-
ling 1584, G-745 aXF 2mm. planchet crack,
nice details reverse, scarce grade, $35.00
Both pieces $80. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Paul Rog, 1213 NE Monroe, Minneapolis, Min-
nesota, 55413.

FOR TRADE: A Platbarzdis book "Die Munzen
and Des Papiergeld Estlands, Lettlands

, Li-
tauens . In German, published in 1957, copy
No. 60 of 110 printed. For the advanced col-
lector. I need Polish 3 groschen from the
Lublin mint 1601 in XF or 1597 F or better,
or make cash offer. Paul Rog (above ad).

Dealer in Quality Bare Coins
Lithuanian & Polish

WRITE:

Karl Stephens, Ipc.

Karl Stephens

I’rrsutenl

Post Office Box 458

Temple City. Ca. 91 780

ANA 57209

21 3 445-8154

VISIT LITHUANIA
Baltic Tours has announced its 1983 sc-

hedule of tours to Lithuania (12 to l8 days)

. Tours begin in April and last through Oc-
tober. Each has it's own unique set of cit-
ies

,
with all having at least 6 days in Vi-

lnius. Excoursions to Kaunas, Trakai, etc.

Some with days/nights in Riga, Latvia; Kra-
kow and Suvalkai, Poland. For information
write: Baltic Tours, 293 Auburn St., Newton,
MASS 02166. (617) 965-8080.

If any of our members do plan on going

on any of these tours, please let this

editor know. I went in 1979 and had a fan-

tastic time.



6 ORDER of the CROSS OF VYT IS
By Henry L. Gaidis and Vincent W. Alones

(Part of a continuing series on Lithuanian military orders, medals, and decorations)

ABOVE: Breast Star of the Order of the Cross of

Vytis, awarded to only two Lithuanians: President A.

Smetona, and Gen. Sylvester Zukauskas. Part of the

Gaidis collection. Photo by Kestutis Chesonis.
time of presentation. The classes were: 1st, Grand Cordon;
2nd, Grand Officer-; 3rd, Commander; 4th, Officer, and 5th,

Knight.
Also established were three medals of honor to the

Order, which held a fourth place position, below the Order
of Gediminas, but above the fifth place Order of Vytautas
Medal. Unlike other medals made in the circle design, the

medals to the Order of the Cross of Vytis retained its

traditional double-barred cross shape. While the original
decorations and the new Order bore an enameled facing, the

medal grade was made in a solid cast, issued in three
grades: 1st, gold; 2nd, silver; and 3rd, bronze, finished
with the appropriate metal.

The old design for the Cross of Vytis decoration was

retained upon its conversion to an Order status. This de-
sign features the Vytis emblem upon a six-sided red shie-
ld, resting in the center of a double-barred cross. The

only major change to the Order (compared to the decorat-
ion) was in the actual wearing of the top three grades.

The new Order retained the decorative ribbon of red

with a black stripe towards each edge. The Grand Cordon

(1st class), measuring 50 x 30 mm., was worn hanging from

a sash across the right shoulder, accompanied by an 85 mm.

9-pointed silver star worn on the tunic, featuring a 15 x

25 mm. Cross of Vytis in its center. The Grand Officer's

class was worn around the neck, accompanied by the same

breast star. The Commander's class was worn from the neck,

without a breast star. Tne Officer's and Knight's classes

were made in a 42.5 x 25.5 mm. size and worn from a

breast ribbon. Continued on page 8

With the establishment of the Order of
Vytautas the Great in 1930 as the highest
decoration of Lithuania, a re-alignment of
its existing Orders and decorations occur-
red. The Order of Gediminas (previously 2nd)
was dropped to third place. The Cross of
Vytis decoration (previously 1st) was cha-
nged to an Order with a second place posi-
tion. The original recipients of the Cross
of Vytis decoration immediately had their
decorations converted to the new Order in

the appropriate class:
1st class dec. became 1st class Order
2nd class dec. became 4th class Order
3rd class dec. became 5tn class Order

All retained their previous rights and pr-
ivileges.

The elevation of the Cross of Vytis to

an Order is attributed to the fact that it

had been Lithuania's only combat decoration,
while the Order of Gediminas was confirmed
for social and political honor.

The new Order was instituted in five

grades, each for the military and civil
awards. Awards to the Order were based upon
the recipient's military/civil rank at the

ABOVE: General Zukauskas wearing (bottom

right to top): Order of Gediminas Star, 2nd

class, Order of Cross of Vytis Star, and

iyitvlan }rd class Order of the Bearslayer.



71922 5 UTAH THREE PRINTINGS, THREE VARIETIES
By Frank Passic

In the May 1979 issue of The Knight, I

discussed the P-15» P-l6, P-17 Lapkr. 16 ,

1922 5 Litai banknote. At that time our

information was based upon limited refer-

ence sources, and a P-l6 note in this au-

thor's collection. Recently, I have been

able to examine all three types together

(the P-15 courtesy Kazmier Wysocki), and

have discovered new distinctions not pre-

viously reported.
The obverse of the P-15 (first print-

ing) is lacking in sharp detail; its art-

istic appearance is poor, and somewhat

blurry. The color combination is poor:

violet, with the sower in blue. Both the

"S" in the top left circle and the other

letter opposite it are printed in violet,
matching the rest of the obv. However,

the serial number is printed on the bot-
tom in black.

The reverses of BOTH the P-15 and P-l6
are the same in both ornamentation and in

color. It appears that while the new eng-
raving for the P-l6 obverse was completed
and used, the reverse engraving was not
finished yet, and so the original one was
still used with the P-16. Text in green,

spinner in red.

The P-16 is much clear and sharper,
as it used a new modified engraving. The

sower appears in blue, with the rest of

the obverse an olive green. A security
background of wavy lines has been added.

On the P-17 (third printing), the

same engraving as the P-l6 was used on

the obverse, but the colors were changed.
The design is printed in black, with the
sower in red. The serial letter "J" and
the number appear in green at the top.

The reverse of the P-17 was printed
with the newly completed copper engraving,
and is different in both color and ornam-
entation than the earlier printings. The
text is in dark brown, with the spinner
appearing in green. A background security
design of wavy lines has been added, si-

milar to the obverse. The spinner holds
a more curved flax, and more spokes ap-
pear in the wheel. Her face and posture
are also different. The top corner "5's"
have a tulip top, while the P-15 & 16

had a crowned top. Other differences also
occur in the ornamentation.

The P-15 is the rarest of the three,
and seldom appears in higher grades. The

one illustrated above in VF is the best
we've seen so far. The P-17 usually ap-
pears in higher grades, since it circu-
lated only briefly.

ABOVE: P-15, first printing is violet, with the sower
in blue. The appearance is cloudy. Notice the letters
appear in the top circles, (courtesy Kazmier V/ysocki)

ABOVE: The P-15 & 16 reverse is exactly the same.

ABOVE: The P-17 features a new reverse, and a new

spinner. Notice more of the spinning wheel is shown.
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LETTERS
We have finally gathered all the pages

together into a loose-leaf notebook and are
now ready to add the translation of Ancient
Lithuanian Currencies to the collection of
the ANa library. I will try to make an an-
nouncement in The Numismatist in one of the
future issues regarding this translation.

Your work in translating these important
numismatic works is a great asset to numis-
matics. We at the ANA library appreciate
having these references in English since few
of our members, of course, understand Lith-
uanian. Sincerely,

Nancy Green, Librarian, American Numi-
smatic Association.

i wish to have a membership in the LNA.

I am an Estonian, and interested in Baltic
material.

Verner Esop, Baltimore, MD.

I have a few suggestions for The Knight .

The latest issue (Dec/Jan) was very thin,
yet is was mailed in a large envelope with

37<t postage. I believe that if that issue
had been folded in half and a plain sheet
of paper folded over it for a mailing label
was added, it could have been mailed for

20<t , saving you the costs of large envelop-
es and extra postage.

Also, how about changing the dating
system? The latest issue (Dec/Jan) was rec-
eived in February. I suggest the next issue
will arrive in April; why not date it April
1983?

Ginger Rapsus, Oak Lawn, IL.

DIRECTOR'S NOTE: As you recall, we had
previously folded The Knight in half for
mailing purposes. We discontinued this be-
cause many arrived mutilated from the P.O.,
and found that delivery was faster and rel-
iable by putting the issues in the brown
envelopes. In addition, we have special
translations and projects, such as in this
issue, and need the envelopes for that.

Regarding the dating system, our goal is

to send the current issue out the first
week of the second month of the issue date.
Admittedly, we have fallen behind at times
on that self-imposed schedule. I think if

you consider that The Knight is an all vol-
unteer effort you can better appreciate the

restraints we operate under. As such it do-

es and rightfully so take second place to

family, job, etc.

I have an area of concentration in the

Baltic region 1919-1939, including Lith-

uania. I would appreciate information about

the LNA.—G. Schumacher, Marima Del Rey, CA,

I. 3 7 0 R I A I -

(4,v*iri»4 vienetti pAV«dinim*i, santrumpoo (), Atitlkmenys)

A, any.lu.-ainerikie^lii sistemoje:

1. Avoirdupois (iv.daiktans sverti) -

1 CHAU (gr. ), sakome graxias = 1 "grudul"...
1 ODBCS (os.), - uncija = l/l6 lb.(svaro);
1 POUND (lb.), - =16 oz.,arba 7000 grannj

1 SHORT TON (s.t.ir s.tn.), - maS.tona . . = 2000 lb.,arba 907,184 kg

1 LONG TON (l.t.ir l.tn.), - didf.tona . . = 2240 lb.

2. Troy (tauriems nwtalam3,brangenybems sverti) -

1 (SAIN (gr.).- granas r 1/480 uncijos;
1 CARAT (car.).- karatas = 3,086 granams;

1 OUNCX (oz.t. ) = 1/12 Troy svaro,arba 480 grainy;

1 POUND (lb.t.) =12 uncij^,arba 5760 gram*.

B, angltA-aroerikieClv; ir metrines slot.37CRIH PALTGINIX1I:

HTT.TfSAHAS (mg) = 0,015432 grano;
GRAMAS (g) = 0,035274 oz.,arba 15,432 grani^;

KHJOOUMAS (kg) = 2,20462 lb.

GRANAS (gr.) = 0,0648 gramo;
KARATAS (car.) = 200 mg (3,086 grani^

;

AVOIHDUP.UNCUA (oz.) . . . = 28,3495 g (437,5 crann)

;

SVARAS (lb.) ...- 453,592 g (16 uncijn);
TROT UNCIJA (os. t. ) = 31,1035 g (1/12 lb.t.,arba 480 gr.)

" SVARAS (lb.t.) = 373,242 g (12 oz.t.,arba 5760 gr.).

II. 1 L Q I A I -

1 INCH (in.ar ' '),sakoine in2as,colis - 2,54 cm;

1 FOOT (ft.ar '), - peda = 12" (30,48 cm);

1 IARD (yd.), - Jardas =3* (91,44 cm);

1 CENTDffiTSAS (c*) ; = 0,39^7 info;

1 METRAS (), 100 cm 39,37,l(l,l yd.);

CROSS OF VYTIS , Continued from page 6...,

The Grand Cordon (1st class) Order was only awarded
for very special honor for individuals who performed
some great assistance to Lithuania. Only two Lith-
uanians were awarded it: President Antanas Smetona,
and General Silvester Zukauskas, the Commander in ch-
ief during the war of Independence. The only others
awarded this 1st class order were: King Albert of
Belgium, King Emanuel III of Italy, Prime Minister
Mussolini of Italy, President Thomas Masaryk of Czec-
hoslovakia, and President-Field Marshal Von Hindenberg
of Germany.

ABOVE: President Antanas Smetona wearing the Breast

Star of the Order of the Cross of Vytis. Photo cour-

tesy of A1 Felsinski, Baltimore, MD.

(To be continued next issue....)



A CATALOG OF EARLY LITHUANIAN COINS
By

The Lithuanian Numismatic Association

I. Under the Grand Dukes

G—Gumowski number,
K pg. Page number this coin is illustrated in Ancient Lithuanian Currencies , by

Jonas K, Karys, English translation by Val Matelis (Lithuanian Numismatic
Association, Columbia, MD: 1980-82).

Dates in parentheses ( ) indicate the dates the coins were struck, not the years
the Grand Duke ruled.

We have assigned numbers (K-l, K-2, etc...) to each coin, in honor of Jonas K. Karys,
the Lithuanian numismatist who properly attributed these coins.

Karys
No.

ALGIRDAS
1 1/2 grasis/0.01 kapa (circa 1360+). Minted in Vilnius.

G-436, K. pg. 115
AR, O. 95—1.3 g. , .900 fine
Obv: PECAT [seal] in Cyrillic script.
Rev: Spear point with short Slavic cross.

KgSTUTIS
2 Denare/0.1 grasis (circa 1360+). Minted in Trakai.

G-434, K. pg. 115
AR, 0.5 g., .500 fine
Obv: Gothic "K" in center of Columns of Gediminas emblem.
Rev: Rider, a) with "X" for 1/10 in field, b) without "X."

3

VLADIMIR , Son of Algirdas
1/2 pecat (circa 1368-1392)* Minted in Kiev.
G-439, K. pg. 176
AR, 0.60 g., .820 fine
Obv: Inscription K V0L0DIMIR0V0, a) around Tartar symbol,

which was removed circa 1374, b) without Tartar symbol.
Rev: Banner.

4 1/4 pecat (circa 1368-1392). Minted in Kiev.
Discussed K. pg. l80
AR, 0.30 g. No Illustration.

Description same as K-3.

KARIBUTAS (Dmitri), Son of Algirdas

5 Denomination probably Russian, 2 known, (circa 1376). Minted

at Sieversk Novograd.
G-438, K. pg. 182
AR, 1.45 g.
Obv: KORIBUVD around sword.
Rev: Inscription (?)

Supplement to The Knight , Vol. V, No. 5* February-

March 1983 . The Lithuanian Numismatic Association,

P.0. Box 612, Columbia, Maryland, 21045.



Karys
No.

JOGAILA
6 1/2 gra§is (1377-1384). Minted in Vilnius.

K. pg. 151 See illustration K-l.
AH, 0.59—0.81 g., .500 fine
Description same as K-l.
Note: These are re-issued Algirdas (K-l) coins, but

smaller and lighter.

7 Denare/0.1 grasis (circa 1385-1392). Minted
in Vilnius.

G-433, K. pg. 152
AR, 0.33 g. , .500 fine
Obv: Spear point with cross.
Rev: Columns of Gediminas emblem.
Varieties: a) without a dot on Obv. or Rev.

b) with dot on obverse next to spear.
c) with dot in center of Columns emblem.

Note: These K-7 denare pieces have been purportedly struck also
by Skirgaila (1392) and Vytautas (1392-1395)*

Caution: Modern counterfeits exist. See notation for K-9a. •

VYTAUTAS

8

2-Denare (circa I385-I389 ). Minted in Lutsk.
K. pg. 144
AR, 0.5 g*» 0.250 fine
Obv: Columns of Gediminas, with "V" in center, "L" in the

field above Columns (various positions), "Jj" below
base denoting "2" (two).

Rev: Rider.

9

Denare (circa 1392-1396). Minted in Vilnius.
K. pg. 160
AR, 0.33 g. , .500 fine
Description same as K-7, but letter "V" has been added

next to spear.

9a CAUTION: Numerous modern counterfeits exist of K-7 and K-9.

Those examined are struck on heavy flans, with the beads on

the border being too symmetrical; the inner surface on the

left most pillar is recut and visible under 15x magnification.
Genuine pieces are struck through, i.e., the impression of the

obverse shows through to the reverse, and vice versa. Some

counterfeits were also struck in gold (No authentic gold denare

were ever minted).

10

2-Denare (circa 1392-1396). Minted in Vilnius.

K. pg. l6l
AR, 0.5 g.» 0.250 fine

Obv: Columns of Gediminas with Cyrillic "B" (meaning "V") in

center. " below base denoting "2."

2
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¥ *
Karys
No.

11

12

2 1/2 Denare/1 small Lithuanian grasis/ 1/4 Prague

grosh. (1395-96) Minted in Vilnius.

G-435, K. pg. 163

AH, 0.5 g. t 0.750 fine

Obv: Shield with double-barred cross emblem.

Rev: Rider.

Varieties: .1) rider facing right, .2) rider facing left.
a) with legend in White Russian on either Obv.

Rev., or both; i.e., PECAT, VELIKIJ KNIAZ
VYTOLD, etc.

b) without legend on either Obv. or Rev.

Denomination unknown, probably Russian (1404-05). Minted
in Smolensk.

K . pg . 166
AR, 0.5 g.
Obv: Long-tailed, 4 footed animal.
Rev: Columns of Gediminas emblem.

13 1/10 Denare/Small Pul (l4o4-05). Minted in Smolensk.
G-442, K. pg. 167
Cu, 1.35 g.
Obv: Smolensk coat of arms (bird on cannon).
Rev: Inscription.
Note: The larger Smolensk pul coin does not fit into the

Lithuanian monetary system, and thus is not considered
as belonging to Vytautas.

14 Counterstruck foreign coins (Tartars of the Golden Horde, Arabic script),
bearing Columns of Gediminas emblem. Counterstruck at Lithuanian custom
houses.
G-437, K. pg. 172 (Examples illustrated below)

15

ROMAN AS , Grandson of Algirdas.
Denomination unknown (circa 1403). Minted in Kiev.

G-441, K. pg. 181
AR, 0.60 g.
Obv: K ROMIANIN around Tartar symbol.
Rev: Banner.

Compiled by: Robert J. Douchis, LNA Director.

Numbered, arranged, and typed by: Frank Passic,

editor, The Knight .

3
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